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Tunable proximity effects and topological superconductivity in ferromagnetic hybrid nanowires
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Hybrid semiconducting nanowire devices combining epitaxial superconductor and ferromagnetic insulator
layers have been recently explored experimentally as an alternative platform for topological superconductivity at
zero applied magnetic field. In this proof-of-principle work we show that the topological regime can be reached
in actual devices depending on some geometrical constraints. To this end, we perform numerical simulations
of InAs wires in which we explicitly include the superconducting Al and magnetic EuS shells, as well as the
interaction with the electrostatic environment at a self-consistent mean-field level. Our calculations show that
both the magnetic and the superconducting proximity effects on the nanowire can be tuned by nearby gates
thanks to their ability to move the wavefunction across the wire section. We find that the topological phase is
achieved in significant portions of the phase diagram only in configurations where the Al and EuS layers overlap
on some wire facet, due to the rather local direct induced spin polarization and the appearance of an extra indirect
exchange field through the superconductor. While of obvious relevance for the explanation of recent experiments,
tunable proximity effects are of interest in the broader field of superconducting spintronics.
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Engineering topological superconductivity in hybrid
superconductor-semiconductor nanostructures where Majo-
rana zero modes may be generated and manipulated has
emerged as a great challenge for condensed matter physics
in the last decade [1–3]. While Rashba-coupled proximitized
semiconducting nanowires appears as one of the most suc-
cessful platforms [4,5], reaching the topological regime in
these devices requires applying large magnetic fields. This
turns out to be not only detrimental to superconductivity, but
it also imposes some constraints in the design of quantum
information processing devices [6,7].

Recent experiments [8–10] have been exploring an alter-
native route in which an epitaxial layer of a ferromagnetic
insulator is also added to the superconductor-semiconductor
nanowire system. While the idea of replacing the external
magnetic field by the ferromagnetic layer appears as rather
straightforward in simplified models [11], there are open
questions when applied to realistic systems. Microscopic cal-
culations are required to demonstrate whether or not the
topological regime could be reached for the actual geomet-
rical and material parameters, as well as gating conditions.
Moreover, understanding the interplay of magnetic and super-
conducting proximity effects in such devices is of relevance in
the broader field of superconducting spintronics [12,13] and
quantum thermodevices [14,15].

To address this problem we perform comprehensive nu-
merical simulations of the ferromagnetic hybrid nanowire
devices (see Fig. 1). Related studies have been performed
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concurrently [16–19]. We include the interaction with the
electrostatic environment that typically surrounds the hybrid
nanostructures by solving the Schrödinger-Poisson equations
self-consistently in the Thomas-Fermi approximation.

We show that topological superconductivity can indeed
arise in these systems provided that certain geometrical and
electrostatic conditions are met. We find that, for realis-
tic values of the external gates, device layouts where the
Al and EuS layers that partially cover the wire overlap on
one facet develop extended topological regions in parameter
space with significant topological gaps. This is in contrast
to devices where the superconducting and magnetic layers
are grown on adjacent facets. This could explain why re-
cent experiments find zero-bias peaks in bias spectroscopy
experiments—compatible in principle with the existence of a
Majorana zero mode at the wire’s end—only in the former
geometry but not in the latter.

Concerning the magnetization process, an open issue is
whether the spin polarization is directly induced by the
ferromagnet in the semiconducting nanowire electrons, or
indirectly through a more elaborate process where it is first
induced in the superconducting layer (at the regions where
the Al and EuS shells overlap) and then in the wire. For
instance, Ref. [8] suggested that the hysteretic behavior found
in some devices could be in agreement with the indirect
mechanism. We find that there is indeed an indirect induced
magnetization through the Al layer, but this cannot drive a
topological phase transition by itself. Conversely, there is
strong direct magnetization from the EuS into the InAs, but
only over a very thin region close to the ferromagnet. Interest-
ingly, both mechanisms—direct and indirect—contribute to
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FIG. 1. Hybrid nanowire geometries. (a, b) Sketches of the de-
vices studied in this work: a hexagonal cross-section InAs nanowire
(green) is simultaneously proximitized by an Al superconductor
layer (light grey) and an EuS magnetic insulator layer (blue). Two
side gates and one back gate (dark grey) allow to tune the chemical
potential and control the position of the wavefunction inside the
heterostructure. Different dielectrics are used in the experiments [8]
to allow gating (SiO2, in purple) and to avoid the oxidation of the
EuS layer (HfO2 and AlO2, in orange and yellow, respectively). In
the overlapping device, (a), the Al and EuS layers overlap on one
facet, while in the nonoverlapping device, (b), they are grown on dif-
ferent facets. (c) Diagram of the conduction- and valence-band edge
positions (in red and blue, respectively) across the heterostructure,
spanning the three different materials. In the Al and InAs, the Fermi
energy is located in the conduction band (close to the band bottom
in InAs), whereas in the EuS it is inside its insulating gap. The EuS
conduction band is spin splitted (being hex the exchange coupling).
For this simulation we fix all gate voltages to zero.

achieve robust and sizable topological regions in the phase
diagram.

Finally, as a guide for future experiments, we elucidate
the role of external potential gates in current device layouts.
We show that the topological phase depends critically on
the nanowire wavefunction location, a property that can be
controlled by tuning appropriately those gates.

Device geometries and model. Following closely the ex-
periments of Ref. [8], we consider the two types of device
geometries depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). In both cases, a
hexagonal cross-section InAs nanowire is partially covered
by epitaxial Al and EuS layers. The main difference between
them is that, in the overlapping device [Fig. 1(a)], the Al
and EuS layers partially overlap on one facet, while in the
nonoverlapping one [Fig. 1(b)], they lie on adjacent facets.
Various dielectrics surrounding the hybrid wires are included
in our electrostatic simulations although we find that they play
a minor role. Last, there are three gate electrodes used in
the experiments to tune the electrostatic potential inside the
devices: one back gate and two side gates. We analyze other
geometries in the Supplemental Material (SM) [20].

In this work we address the bulk electronic properties of
these hybrid nanowires, which we assume are translational in-
variant along the z direction. A schematic band diagram of the
three different materials in the transverse directions, x, y, can
be seen in Fig. 1(c). The Al layer is a metal whose conduction

band lies at −11.7 eV below the Fermi level [21]. Despite
the fact that the conduction band of the InAs is typically at the
Fermi level, experimental angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) [22] and scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) [23] measurements on epitaxial Al/InAs structures
show that there is a band offset of ∼0.2 eV between the Al
and the InAs. This imposes an electron doping of the InAs
conduction band close to the Al/InAs interface. On the other
hand, soft x-ray ARPES (SX-ARPES) experiments on the
EuS/InAs interface [9] indicate that the InAs conduction band
lies well within the EuS band gap, which is of the order of
1.7 eV [24]. In particular, the EuS conduction band is located
0.7 eV above the Fermi level and the 4 f valence bands 1 eV
below [9,24]. The EuS conduction band is characterized by
an exchange field hex that shifts the spin-up and spin-down
energies by roughly ±100 meV [25–27]. In addition to this,
and similarly to the InAs/Al interface, SX-ARPES experi-
ments [9] also revealed a band bending of the order of 0.1 eV
at the InAs/EuS interface, which imposes a smaller charge
accumulation at this junction as well. All these band align-
ments are further distorted by the electric fields defined by the
gate electrodes. However, for sufficiently small fields one can
assume that only the InAs conduction band moves and can
neglect its hybridization with the EuS valence bands (see the
SM [20] for further details).

Under these assumptions, we describe the wires using the
following continuous model Hamiltonian:

H =
[
�kT h̄2

2meff (�r)
�k − EF(�r) + eφ(�r) + hex(�r)σz

]
τz

+1

2
[�α(�r) · (�σ × �k) + (�σ × �k) · �α(�r)]τz + �(�r)σyτy, (1)

where �r = (x, y), �k = (−i �∇r, kz ), and σα and τα denote Pauli
matrices in spin and Nambu spaces, respectively. The param-
eters meff , EF, hex, and �, corresponding to the effective mass,
Fermi energy, exchange field, and superconducting pairing
amplitude, are taken differently for each region according
to estimations from the literature, as summarized in Table I
of the SM [20]. To simulate the disordered outer surface of
the Al layer and the irregular EuS/Al interface we introduce
a random Gaussian noise in EF (�r) [20]. The other param-
eters, i.e., the electrostatic potential φ(�r) and the spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) inside the wire α(�r), are determined in a self-
consistent way. For this purpose, we obtain φ(�r) by solving
the Schrödinger-Poisson equations within the Thomas-Fermi
approximation [28,29]. The SOC α(�r) varies locally with the
electric field and is accurately calculated using the procedure
described in Ref. [30] (see also [20]). Notice that the exchange
field does not give rise to a magnetic orbital term in the
Hamiltonian, as opposed to what happens in wires under an
external magnetic field [31–34].

To obtain the electronic properties we diagonalize Eq. (1).
To this end, we discretize it into a tight-binding Hamiltonian
using an appropriate mesh, which is dictated by the Al Fermi
wavelength [20]. Notice that a description of the three material
regions (Al, InAs, and EuS) on the same footing constitutes a
demanding computational task. In the second part of this work
we build a simplified model in which we integrate out the Al
and EuS layers and include their proximity effects over the
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FIG. 2. Full model results. (a–c) Spin-resolved partial density of

states (pDOS) for the overlapping device integrated over the InAs
wire volume (top row) and the Al layer volume (bottom row) when
(a) the exchange field hex in the EuS layer and the Rashba SOC
αR in the InAs wire are set to zero, (b) only the exchange field is
turned on, and (c) both are present. Red and blue correspond to
the pDOS for different spin orientations along the z axis (wire’s
direction). (d) Low-energy band structure versus kz for the hybrid-
wire parameters in (c). The color bar represents the relative weight
W of a given state in the Al layer (black) and in the InAs wire
(yellow). The wavefunction weight in the EuS layer is negligible
since it is an insulating material. The Z2 topological invariant is
Q = −1, signaling a topological phase. We take here Vbg = −0.95 V
and V (L,R)

sg = 0 V. Other parameters can be found in Table I of the
SM.

InAs wire as position-dependent effective parameters. This
allows us to explore the system’s phase diagram for a broader
range of parameters.

Full model results. We first focus on the density of states
(DOS) and dispersion relation of the overlapping geometry
(see Fig. 2) fixing the side-gate voltages to zero and the back
gate to ∼ − 1 V. In order to identify the separate effect of the
magnetic and superconducting terms, we perform three dif-
ferent calculations: in the first one we switch off the exchange
field in the EuS and the Rashba SOC in the InAs [Fig. 2(a)];
then we switch on hex [Fig. 2(b)] and finally we also connect
αR [Fig. 2(c)].

In the top panel of Fig. 2(a) we show the partial DOS
integrated over the InAs volume. It exhibits a well-defined
induced superconducting gap, although halved with respect to
the ∼0.2 meV gap observed in the DOS integrated over the Al
shell volume [Fig. 2(a), bottom panel]. This is in accordance
with what one expects from a conventional superconducting
proximity effect [34–36].

When hex �= 0 (but αR = 0) we observe two main features
in the spin-resolved partial DOS. First, an energy splitting
of the superconducting coherence peak appears in the Al
[Fig. 2(b), bottom panel], which is of the order of ∼0.06 meV,
in agreement with recent theoretical and experimental results
on Al/EuS junctions [37–40]. This agreement without any
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 but for the nonoverlapping device.
The Z2 topological invariant in (d) is now Q = 1, signaling a trivial
phase.

fine tuning of the parameters in our model is encouraging
about its validity. Second, there is a complete closing of the
induced gap in the InAs [Fig. 2(b), top panel]. This points to
an induced exchange field larger than ∼0.1 meV, the induced
gap in the semiconductor, and therefore, larger than in the
Al layer. In contrast to previous proposals [8,10] our results
suggest that in the current case topological superconductivity
is achieved below the Chandrasekar-Clogston limit [41,42] for
the Al (h(Al)

ex < �/
√

2).
Finally, in Fig. 2(c) (top panel) we observe that a gap

is opened again in the presence of SOC. This sequence of
gap closing and reopening at a high-symmetry kz point is a
signature of a topological phase transition. The band structure
shown in Fig. 2(d) further illustrates the spatial distribution
of the low-energy states in this last case (i.e., with hex �= 0
and αR �= 0). The weight W of each state in the different
materials is represented with colors, from a state completely
located in the Al layer (black) to one completely located in the
InAs wire (yellow). The lowest-energy states close to kz = 0
have significant weight both in the Al and in the InAs, as
expected for a topological superconducting phase [34]. We
prove that the system in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) is indeed in the
topological regime by calculating the Z2 topological invariant
Q. For large Hamiltonian matrices, this can be achieved by
computing the Chern number from the eigenvalues of the Wil-
son matrix, which only involves the lowest-energy eigenstates
at the Brillouin zone borders [20]. We find Q = −1, which
actually corresponds to the nontrivial case.

Strikingly, the same analysis for the nonoverlapping geom-
etry (Fig. 3) reveals that the magnetic proximity effect in this
case is not strong enough to close and reopen the supercon-
ducting gap in the wire. The reason for this behavior can be
traced to the limited spin polarization induced in the nanowire
for this geometry. Hence, there is no topological phase in this
case, at least for this choice of gate voltages.
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FIG. 4. Simplified-model results. The Al and EuS layers are integrated out and their respective effective induced pairing amplitude and
exchange field on the InAs wire are included within the streaked regions shown in the sketches of (a) the overlapping device and (b) the
nonoverlapping one. We take �(Al) = 0.23 meV and h(Al)

ex = 0.06 meV over a wide region of 45 nm near the Al interface. h(Al)
ex is only present

in (a) where the Al and the EuS are in contact. We include h(EuS)
ex over a thin region of 1 nm close to the EuS layer. (c) Topological phase

diagram of the overlapping device versus back-gate potential, Vbg, and exchange field at the EuS-InAs interface, h(EuS)
ex , for V (L,R)

sg = 0. In the
topological regions, we show with colors the expectation value of the induced exchange field (left panel), the topological minigap (middle
panel), and the wavefunction profile (right panel), all of them for the transverse subband closest to the Fermi energy. The parameters for which
the wavefunctions are plotted are indicated with arrows. (d) Same as (c) but for the nonoverlapping device and fixing V (R)

sg = 2 V and V (L)
sg = 0.

The values of V (L,R)
sg in (c) and (d) are taken to maximize the topological regions in each case. Other parameters can be found in Table I of

the SM [20]. The extension of the topological phase is very much reduced with respect to (c) (almost negligible for some subbands) both in
the Vbg and h(EuS)

ex axes. Moreover, in the regions where it is present, the topological gap is small. In contrast, large topological regions with
stronger minigaps are found for the overlapping device. The reason is twofold: (i) the wavefunction can be pushed simultaneously close to the
Al and EuS layers due to the electrostatics of the overlapped shells, which increases the superconducting and magnetic proximity effects; (ii)
the induced exchange field feeds both from the direct and indirect contributions in this case.

Simplified model and phase diagram. We consider now
the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) restricted to the InAs wire, where
we include an effective pairing amplitude �(Al) = 0.23 meV
and an exchange field h(EuS)

ex = 100 meV on the cross-section
regions closer to the Al and the EuS shells, respectively, as
schematically depicted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). We also include
a smaller exchange coupling h(Al)

ex = 0.06 meV in the Al-
proximitized region of the overlapping device. The magnitude
of these parameters and the extension of the corresponding
regions are extracted by adjusting to the behavior of the full
model results, as shown in the SM [20].

In Fig. 4(c) we present the topological phase diagram of
the overlapping device as a function of the back-gate voltage
and the exchange field of the EuS. Notice that h(EuS)

ex should
be 100 meV according to our full model. However, departures
from the idealized model of Eq. (1) might reduce the value of
the induced magnetic exchange. For instance, the mismatch
between the minima of the InAs conduction band (at the �

point) and the EuS one (at the X point [43]) could suppress
their hybridization depending on material growth directions
or other details (see the SM [20]), leading to a smaller h(EuS)

ex
value. Thus we allow this parameter to vary between 0 and
100 meV to evaluate the robustness of our results with respect
to this value. With colors, in the left panel of Fig. 4(c) we
show the induced exchange coupling, h(ind)

ex = 〈hex(�r)σz〉 [44],
and in the middle panel the induced minigap, �min = |E (kz =

kF)|, for the energy state closest to the Fermi energy in both
cases. In these plots, white means trivial (i.e., Q = 1), while
the colored regions correspond to the topological phase. There
are several topological regions against Vbg corresponding to
different transverse subbands. In those regions, the condition
that h(ind)

ex is larger than the square root of the induced gap
squared plus the chemical potential squared is fulfilled, as ex-
pected [4,5]. To the right in Fig. 4(c) we show the probability
density of the transverse subband closer to the Fermi level at
kz = 0 across the wire section for the parameters indicated
with arrows. In the three cases exhibited, the wavefunction
concentrates both around the left-upper facet covered by Al,
and the top facet where the Al and EuS layers overlap. This
is consistent with the requirement of maximizing simultane-
ously the superconducting and magnetic proximity effects.

The phase diagram for the nonoverlapping device is shown
in Fig. 4(d). The extension of the topological phase is very
much reduced, almost negligible for some subbands. It is
interesting to observe that, for realistic gate potential values,
the wavefunction needs to be very spread across the wire
section in order to acquire the superconducting and magnetic
correlations for the topological phase to develop. This in turn
translates into narrow back-gate voltage ranges for which this
is possible and small topological minigaps.

In the SM [20] we further analyze the previous phase
diagrams as a function of the right-side gate voltage, obtaining
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similar results. We also consider alternative geometries, never-
theless finding that the overlapping configuration of Fig. 1(a)
gives rise to more extended, robust, and tunable topological
regions for realistic parameters. In particular, we find that the
best way to optimize the topological state (i.e., increase its
minigap) is by fixing a large negative back-gate potential and a
small positive right-side gate potential. In doing so, the wave-
function is pushed towards the superconductor-ferromagnet
corner of the wire and thus the superconducting and magnetic
proximity effects are maximized.

Conclusions. From calculations of the DOS, band struc-
ture, topological invariant, and the phase diagram, we
conclude that the hybrid InAs/Al/EuS nanowires studied
in Ref. [8] can exhibit topological superconductivity under
certain geometrical and gating conditions. For a topological
phase to exist, the nanowire wavefunction must acquire both
superconducting and magnetic correlations such that the in-
duced exchange field exceeds the induced pairing. Since the
proximity effects occur only in wire cross-section regions
close to the Al and EuS layers, the wavefunction needs to
be pushed simultaneously close to both materials by means
of nearby gates. Our numerical simulations demonstrate that
this is electrostatically favorable in device geometries where
the Al and EuS shells overlap over some wire facet. This
configuration is further advantageous in that, apart from a
direct magnetization from the EuS layer in contact to the wire,
there is an indirect one through the Al layer, which favors
reaching the topological condition. While our model includes
the effect of disorder at the Al layer surface and at the EuS/Al
interface, we have not considered other sources of disorder,
like, e.g., the presence of magnetic domains. However, these

domains can be aligned by the application of a small field that
is then switched to zero, as done in Ref. [8]. A subsequent
study which considers a fully diffusive Al layer [45] reaches
similar conclusions as our work (although disorder increases
the induced exchange field required to achieve a topological
phase).

Finally, as a side outcome, our microscopic analysis
demonstrates the tunability of the magnetic and supercon-
ducting induced couplings in the nanowire. This opens up
the possibility of engineering the material geometries, their
disposition, and the electrostatic environment to enter and
abandon the topological regime at will and, thus, the appear-
ance of Majorana modes. These ideas can be applied to other
materials and experimental arrangements, which surely will
favor more experiments in the field, as well as in other fields
such as superconducting spintronics.
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